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In our reply we mentioned that for the large number of trapped ions in anyone of the
mirror bubbles the ratio q/m of charge and mass remains unaffected even when many
particles are trapped and the mirror mode evolves along the indicated lines until reach-
ing its thermodynamic final equilibrium state. This is doubtlessly true.

However Reviewer 2 noted that in some places the mass occurs without reference to
charge, and there the “effective mass” might assume a different value. This is also true.
We have been aware of that problem but did not want to mention it for not unnecessarily
overloading the anyway complicated theory. We answered the problem affirmatively in
very simple terms (see our reply to R2).

C1

To make it short: Indeed the effective mass of the mirror-trapped ions changes when
all the excess ions behave like one correlated object (in superconductivity the mass
doubles when Cooper pairs form). In mirrors no pairs form, thus the mass increases by
the ratio of excess number of particles to total particle number δN/N = ζ, where ζ < 1.
Hence the effective mass of the particles which contribute to the thermodynamic state
of the mirror mode becomes m∗ = (1+ζ)mi. This value is bounded as mi < m∗ < 2mi

which is very similar to superconductivity.

In real mirror modes the number of trapped particles varies from bubble to bubble.
The value ζ(~x) depends on space and must be averaged over the total chain of mirror
modes. The effective mass then becomes meff ≡ 〈m∗(~x)〉 = mi(1+〈ζ(~x)〉). The above
range of the effective mass remains unaffected.
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